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Halloween gift Nike Lunar Hyperdunk 2013-12-08 22:40:59 pale scarlet color in this past Halloween, we have ushered in a lot of
heavy shoes, and Nike Basketball also announced a new color The Nike Lunar Hyperdunk, pale vamp scarlet color with black
embellishment make this pair Lunar Hyperdunk more strange effect of a Halloween, now this Lunar Hyperdunk pale scarlet color is
now in the Nike store shelves.
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; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] According to reports, the German sportswear giant Adidas (Adidas store) to split
production orders in Chinese factories to reduce its Guangdong foundries Dongguan Yu Yuan shoe factory strike impact on the
production of sports shoes. Last week, workers in Dongguan Yue Yuen shoe factory due to the presence of social security,
inadequate fund deposit and other issues strike. Shoe factory management side said is true. Local relevant government departments
have been coordinating in the hope that the shoe can return to work as early as possible to reduce the Nike (Nike store), Adidas
sneakers customer orders production schedule. 

Adidas spokesman said this week, Adidas will not stop cooperation with Yue Yuen factories. "But in order to reduce the impact on
our sales of sports shoes to the maximum extent, the recent part of the original company Yue Yuen factory orders will split into other
OEM factory go." The spokesman said. 
2012 In July 2009, subject to factors affecting the rising labor costs, Adidas to close its only factory in Jiangsu in China directly under
the table ��ϴ�˹ begin a comprehensive transformation to low-cost contract manufacturing. Adidas currently has 300 foundries in
China, and employs more than 300,000 people involved. Some commentators believe that a low-cost contract manufacturing cost is
caused by one of the major foundries emerging labor disputes. 
Dongguan Yue Yuen shoe factory belonging to the world's largest sports shoe manufacturer Pou Chen Group of Taiwan, Adidas,
Nike, Reebok, New Balance, Puma and other world more than 60 well-known brand OEM, wholesale prices, accounting for about
20% of sports shoes and casual footwear market share. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional
shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
4 days 3, 35, kobe Bryant with the right arm injury, played three games of high strength, had 103 points. After questioning and
precipitation, the ares Bryant phoenix nirvana, led the team crazy wave jedi counterattack. Today Bryant is on a magic show, in the
last 90 seconds to three 3-pointers, reversal, with 41 points and 12 assists the team from the playoffs one step closer! After the
game, kobe Bryant with 24 on-site fans from Shanghai remote video connections, share their thoughts.

"The ball to me, 'is today the spirit of the game." Face questions from family honey, Bryant said, "' the ball to me is a kind of self-
confidence, but also a responsibility, it means that the team needs me to stand up, I'm ready for anything, I have the courage to
become a key player, I am willing to bear all the consequences, please you trust to give me the ball." At the same time, he said, "give
me the ball" is not confined to the basketball court, whenever I face difficulties in life, he hopes his fans also can have the courage to
bear this out.

From the pre-race agreement, to the fans began to lose faith in the lakers into the playoffs, when "kobe has old" comments, kobe
knows he needs to use action to prove oneself still can be a king. So he always focus on the game, with diligence casting more
perfect oneself. As Bryant once said that adversity, to see the king. Finally, kobe Bryant broke out in silence, he let us see the real



king.

Full interaction with family today honey, Bryant smiled. Face fans sincere confession, Bryant said he hopes to tweeting more
interaction with fans, while tweeting in Chinese for him some difficult, but he hopes that the 24 fans and present more honey can
become his translation.

Finally, he said, two weeks ago that commitment will be leading the lakers into the playoffs are still there, Please give me the ball, I
will bring the lakers into the playoffs!
Nike basketball today launched the Elite (Elite) version Nike Kobe VII System, through innovation and technological change
basketball shoes, sneakers leading science and technology to new heights. Shoes background elegant white and pure black two
choices, inspired by home and away colors; the entire series with gold details as inspiration is from the golden trophy. 
players on the pitch wearing Nike basketball elite series, each a golden Nike shoes are used SWOOSH logo symbolizes the climax
of the celebration of the victory of the season to come. Shoes mid-foot shank and heel support frame made of carbon fiber material,
through the use of this ultra-thin high-tech materials, we can make the shoes become more lightweight, but also bring more rapid
response of the damping effect. Protect cushion at the upper design inspiration from Nike Pro Combat, along the tongue and the
boots carefully targeted protection cushion makes this series of shoes look more different, but in both feet by the impact and
pressure When, can play a supporting role to maximize. In addition, the upper made of foam material, it is very flexible, elastic, can
be adapted to the shape of the structure of the foot, extreme fit foot. The Nike Kobe VII System uppers are made of the highest
performance materials, and from the inside to the outside are completely redesigned to ensure that the shoes can minimize the
weight. Lightweight construction with Kevlar & reg; (Kevlar) fibers ultrahigh tensile strength fly line perfect fit. Low ductility of these
high-quality materials, making the shoes more solid light, and perfect the fit. Finally, the shoes also uses a specially designed insole
slip lining, thus increasing the friction inside the shoe, play a non-slip effect. 3D stereo lining design, completely fit the foot shape,
there are well-furnished insoles slip surface pattern for ease of sliding your feet in the shoes.
; ; ; Beijing on March 27, the United States published a list of 2008 Global Summit of Nike basketball team tournament world anti
wing. The 12 points in the squad, and no Chinese players selected. Prior to the 2004 and 2007 two games, Yi and Chen represent
China play. 

; ; ; The wing of the main players in the world are from Argentina, now playing for Real Madrid, 1.83 meters tall defender Diego - Jia
Baer and more, from Canada Height 1.91 m of Joseph, Lithuania height of 1.93 meters of Jarvis Francis and 1.98 meters in height
from Ukraine Kelai cuffs. In addition to these four outside Nigeria, Jamaica, Spain, Puerto Rico and Germany have players selected. 

; ; ; no one selected Chinese wing of this world, except China Euro new champion Russian team no one selected. Yi Jianlian for the
first time in 2004 as the center took part in the tournament, game, Yi Jianlian scored 7 points and 7 rebounds. Chen was selected last
year as the second Chinese player in the Nike Summit 9 minutes 2 vote 0 scoreless, only one rebound and two turnovers. Shanghai
team's 18-year-old teenager Xu Yong were originally selected China's most promising players, but unfortunately he did not appear in
the big list. 

; ; ; Nike Basketball Championships as the annual summit match between United and the United States were united world. Both
teams in any player are reputed to be the stars of the future, is likely to enter the NBA in the future, a lot of NBA scouts will be
watching the game on the day of the game. 

; ; ; 2008 years of the 11th Summit of Nike Tournament will be held in the United States local time on April 12 in Portland, in the 2007
game to the United States youth wing 100 more than 80 rout of the World Youth Wing, created the tournament since its inception in
the biggest points difference.
Nike SB Paul Rodriguez 8 new color "landing" 2014-07-04 16:15:20
; Nike's skateboarding branch of Nike SB, a few days ago for the legendary skater Paul Rodriguez launched a personal signature of
the first eight pairs of shoes ; Paul Rodriguez new color 8 gray upper with composite materials to build, combined with the diamond
engraving lines and ; Flywire technology support, equipped with comfortable Lunarlon midsole for the riders to bring a sense of a
great experience. Currently, the shoes have been purchased by foreign websites, the price of $ 130. 
; 

camouflage with metal Giuseppe Zanotti new Hi-Top shoes 2013-12-08 22:52:32 nearly two hot shoe brand ; Giuseppe Zanotti ;
recently released a very interesting shoes models, this shoe is still using the popular Hi-Top setting, and load two popular design
elements - Camouflage and metal elements, we can see from the picture, this Hi-Top of uppers camouflage cover elements, as well
as multi-channel gold golden Velcro fastener at the ankle with a full metal texture. Like a friend may wish to visit KithNYC see more
details later.

Nike LeBron 11 "BHM" color release date to determine 2014-02-24 21:00:40
a new generation of ; Nike LeBron 11 Black History Month in color than in previous years, the design is particularly special, designer
shoes in black body into a sense of national wind totem embossed and representatives of LeBron James' Lionhead Logo, again with
purple lining and outsole, Swoosh and LeBron golden crown Logo places to build, is particularly eye-catching. The ; ; LeBron 11
"BHM" color will not miss out on January 31 officially on sale, like a friend! 
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Reebok Pump Fury debut 2013-12-08 23:30:00 new color this year is ; Reebok Pump Fury 20th anniversary, this year the brand also
launched a co-branded version as well as a steady stream of new color of the ; Reebok Pump Fury. This time has a new color of the ;
Reebok Pump Fury debut, this color is very fresh, with a large area of ??water sky blue with bright yellow building, very outstanding,
and interested friends can look at.
Air Jordan 1 "Pinnacle" 
earlier sale, has made global sneaker crazy! While at the same time with its white color exposure of this queen also be on sale.
White shoes with gold details, its level of luxury already Needless to say, we have already overripe in the chest. It is reported that the
shoes will be June 13 sale of the first in Europe, and other places will be fully available for sale at June 20, item number 705075-130,
like a friend will be sure not to miss.

New Balance MT580SBY new color in recent tours 2014-05-06 22:50:00 Real
sports brand New Balance last year for its variety of classic models introduced a new version of the Elite Edition, overwhelmed, as
MT580 Elite Edition brand has added a new color. Designers with blue suede and mesh fabric constituted shoes, midsole and heel
places showing bright yellow, very dynamic. The New Balance MT580SBY new color has been specified in the major stores shelves,
friends want to start to look at. 
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